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INTERFORA IFAIP is a training and consulting center for the chemical and process
industries, created by a group of chemical industrials in order to respond to a shortage
of qualified manpower. Today, INTERFORA IFAIP has close links with the industrial
processing world: chemicals, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, bio-industry, plastics,
water treatment, paints, etc.

KE Y FIGU R E S

> 1 0,000 interns
per year

> 3 50 apprentices
per year

> 6 million euro
budget

>M
 ore than

100 training courses
available on a
national level

INTERFORA IFAIP has a technical platform shared by two fields of business:
> A learning center welcoming apprentices from NVQ to engineer on site or in
partner establishments in the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes region;
>
Continuing education and consulting on Health and Safety, Techniques and
Processes, diploma courses, Management and Improvement of company
performance, and training methodology.
Counseling
INTERFORA IFAIP trainers all have experience in processing industries. They understand
the technical dimensions of the jobs and their background allows them to grasp the
organizational and human complexity of companies. As they know how to bring out
human potential, they are good at accompanying change.
Training to transform people and organizations
Training is changing, and career paths are becoming less linear. Periods of employment
are followed by periods of re-training. INTERFORA IFAIP designs and develops systems
and implements resources to welcome all kinds of public: groups or individuals,
newcomers or active employees. It creates solutions specific to each request.
INTERFORA IFAIP invests in educational innovation: individualized career paths,
skill and professional behavior assessment charts, e-learning systems, virtual and
augmented reality, etc.
INTERFORA IFAIP gives meaning to work.
Our teams diagnose, evaluate, stimulate, mobilize, accompany and train. Their objective
is to articulate company performance and employee development:
> for employees: taking charge of their professional lives;
> for companies: improving their results.
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